Human-quality machine translation solutions
A. Overview of the company
Ta with you provides almost human quality machine translation solutions for particular domains
(e.g. medical, pharma, bank, IT, automotive, legal, etc) and any language pair. Awarded by a number of
national and international prizes such as the Top Innovator at the Mobile Asia Congress or the
Techcrunch 50 (semi-finalists), as well as the Red Herring Europe and Global 2009, our hybrid
(statistical and rule-based) machine translation solutions have been deployed in a wide range of
applications such as medicine, pharma, news, IT , patents, or banking.
Our degree of correction may exceed 85% for typical domains and language pairs, and the throughput
of a professional translation might improve to more than 10,000 words a day.

B. The solution in brief
Our machine translation platform offers an almost human translation quality for the desired languages,
among others Spanish, Catalan, English, French, Portuguese, German, or Italian. Our products are
usually delivered as a Software as a Service, although other options are possible as well, specially for
companies with large-scale translation requirements who need to control the costs associated with highvolume globalization and localization projects. The main benefits are


Cost reduction of more than 40% in average.



Shortening of the delivery times.



Productivity and quality increase.



On demand availability (24x7) and cloud-based scalability.

Our patent-pending technology is language independent and domain independent, because it is based
on previously translated text for the particular domain and language pair, although Ta with you also
feeds the system with its own available data and specialized dictionaries and lexicons, among others. On
top of it, we offer the customer a higher degree of customization thanks to pre- and post-processing
modules (rule-based) to further reduce the post-editing or revision cost, and the integration within the
company workflow in an optimized way. In summary, the main features are:


Rapid language pair and domain adaptation and training based on the customer data.



Statistical training, plus rule-based pre- and post-processing, domain and language dependant.



SaaS architecture (zero CapEx) or in-house installation, with complete control by the client.



Highest degree of customization, including the interface (email, directories, web service, etc).



Continuous quality improvements based on new translated text.



Adaptation to any file format (html, xml, txt, doc, docx, tmx, xliff, etc).

C. How can we work together?
The client shall provide Ta with you with bilingual translation memories or translated documents
in any format, ranging from the Office package to the Trados suite. There is not a minimum number of
words required. Ta with you analyes the volume and quality of the data and offers the customer generic
and domain-specific proprietary data, which increases the final quality of the solution.
Our business model is either a flat rate per month, or a price per word.
Contact info@tauyou.com for more details.
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